
Introduction 
 

Welcome to the Wisconsin Water Stewards Course! This 
self-guided course focuses mainly on water quantity issues within Wisconsin, however, 
water quality is also discussed in many of the modules since water quantity and quality 
are closely linked. 

The overall goals for this course are to empower you to: 

1. Use science-based vocabulary, terms and approaches for developing and 
implementing water conservation and stewardship practices. 

2. Employ optimal water use efficiency tools in water stewardship planning. 
3. Implement water conservation strategies that provide multiple benefits (e.g. 

environmental benefits, best management practices, water quality/quantity 
approaches, economic viability). 

 

COURSE INTRODUCTION 

The moderator for the course is Deana Knuteson (UW-NPM) and she is available to 
answer any questions, comments or needs during this informational session so contact 
her anytime at 608-347-8436 or dknuteson@wisc.edu. Feel free to contact Yi Wang 
(Project PI) for any additional informational needs as well (wang52@wisc.edu). 

The six module session is designed to be self-paced and each module consists mostly 
of video materials but may also contain reading materials and links to additional 
resources.  It should take between 30 minutes to 1 hour to complete a module: 

• Each module has an overall topic with 3-4 specific goals and then short video(s) 
and some reading materials that provide the information for each goal 

• Each module also has Lessons from the Field video(s) that highlights real world 
situations of the overall topic of the module 

• At the end of each module, there may be Additional resources listed (there are no 
quiz questions based on these resources); these resources are also listed below in 
the section Additional Course Resources 

LESSON FROM THE FIELD!  Steve Diercks, Coloma Farms, discusses his 
families long history in the Wisconsin Central Sands and talks about the changes he's 
experienced on his farm in regards to water management. 



Video Link:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=2KthUK3f_Bc&feature=emb_logo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=2KthUK3f_Bc&feature=emb_logo


Module 1. Basic terms and 
principles of water conservation in 
agriculture

 

The goals of Module 1 are to: 

1. Review basic terms. 
2. Learn about water movement and hydrology for Wisconsin. 
3. Develop basic options for plant water needs. 

 

REVIEW BASIC WATER TERMS  

To start the course, we want to make sure all participants are using the same, science-
based vocabulary and terms to discuss water conservation systems. The following 
terms will be used throughout the course.   

Allowable depletion/Max allowable depletion - the maximum soil water depletion that 
is acceptable between irrigation applications. 

Evapotranspiration - process by which water is transferred from the land to the 
atmosphere by evaporation from the soil and other surfaces and by transpiration from 
plants. 

Field capacity (FC) - amount of soil moisture or water content held in the soil after 
excess water has drained away and the rate of downward movement has decreased. 

Groundwater - water that exists underground in saturated zones beneath the land 
surface. 

Hydrogeology and water flow - science concerned with the properties of the earth's 
water, and especially its movement in relation to land. 

Irrigation Scheduling - process used by irrigation system managers to determine the 
correct frequency and duration of watering. 

Permanent wilting point (PWP) - minimal amount of water in the soil that the plant 
requires not to wilt. 

Readily available water - water that a plant can easily extract from the soil. 



Restoration - ecology is the scientific study of repairing disturbed ecosystems through 
human intervention. 

Surface water - water on the surface of continents including lakes, streams, wetlands, 
aquifers and springs. 

Total available water - amount of water that can be stored in a soil profile and be 
available for growing crops 

Water productivity - as crop yield per some measurement of water consumption. 

Watershed - watershed is an area of land that drains all the streams and rainfall to a 
common outlet. 

Water table - the upper surface of the saturated zone. 

Wetland – ecosystem lands consisting of marshes or swamps or saturated lands. 

  

WATER MOVEMENT AND HYDROLOGY FOR WISCONSIN 

In this 3-part video series, Bob Smail from the Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources, Water Use Division, begins by walking us through a background and overall 
discussion of water terms, water movement principals and groundwater. In the second 
video, Bob dives deeper into specific Wisconsin aquifers and bedrocks formations. And 
in video three, he gives us a detailed look at the difference between water recharge and 
withdrawals.  

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hn9JlAiZ6T4&feature=emb_logo 

Try to answer these questions while watching the second video: 

• Which type of bedrock and aquifer are most conducive to high-cap wells? 
• How was the Central Sands developed and why was the glacier movement so 

important to this aquifer? 

Video Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQIV7B9L9Wc&feature=emb_logo 

Keep in mind while watching the third video: 

• How recharge rates differ based on soil, site and locations 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkdOckpbM7A&feature=emb_logo 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hn9JlAiZ6T4&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQIV7B9L9Wc&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkdOckpbM7A&feature=emb_logo


DEVELOP BASIC OPTIONS FOR PLANT WATER NEEDS 

Now we move into the next goal of understanding plant water needs. Bob will talk 
specifically about water withdrawals (both groundwater and surface water) and 
evapotranspiration from soil and plants (a quick discussion of irrigation efficiency is 
included, but we will dive more into that in later modules).  Next up is Dr. Malika Nocco, 
an assistant soil-plant-water relations & irrigation specialist from the University of 
California – Davis. Malika discusses the grand irrigation challenge and describes why it 
is important to be specific on terms to do so.   

Keep in mind while watching Bob's video: 

• What types of wells can affect groundwater depletion? 

Video Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=51&v=BIoUVD07sh0&feature=emb_log
o 

After watching Malika's video, you should: 

• Understand the potential ET vs. reference ET 
• Know the key meteorological drivers of ET 

 Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zwd1MkBgwo&feature=emb_logo 

 
LESSON FROM THE FIELD!  Bob returns to discuss why Wisconsin’s water use 
system is different than other locations and discusses landscape and restoration 
aspects as they relate to water quantity and the linkage for water quality within those 
systems. 

Video Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5R1mgDZmiJ4&feature=emb_logo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=51&v=BIoUVD07sh0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=51&v=BIoUVD07sh0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zwd1MkBgwo&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5R1mgDZmiJ4&feature=emb_logo


Module 2. Water management in 
Wisconsin in regards to wetlands, 
natural landscape, and restoration 
ecology for farm management of 
landscapes 

 

The goals of Module 2 are to: 

1. Understand how landscapes and their restoration relate to water quantity and 
water quality. 

2. Learn about the importance of wetlands for water retention and filtration. 
3. Learn how to work with private landowners to implement restoration on their 

farms. 

 

  

HOW LANDSCAPES AND THEIR RESTORATION RELATE TO WATER 
QUANTITY AND QUALITY 

In this 2-part video series, Tracy Hames of the Wisconsin Wetlands Association defines 
what wetlands are, describes the different types of wetlands and discusses how 
wetlands help with both water quantity and water quality management and why they are 
important. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5apUBz-tBEc&feature=emb_logo 

Keep in mind while watching the second video: 

• The ways wetlands protect water quantity 
• The ways wetlands influence water quality 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg75wOzF7oo&feature=emb_logo 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5apUBz-tBEc&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg75wOzF7oo&feature=emb_logo


THE IMPORTANCE OF WETLANDS FOR WATER RETENTION AND 
FILTRATION  
In this video, Tracy discusses the loss of Wisconsin wetlands and why restoration is so 
important. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaexT7T-V30&feature=emb_logo 

 

HOW TO WORK WITH PRIVATE LANDOWNERS TO IMPLEMENT 
RESTORATION ON THEIR FARMS 

Private landowners (and growers) are often interested in developing restoration 
programs and want to work toward managing their lands in a more ecologically based 
manner, however, most landowners and many professionals who help them don’t know 
where to start!  The how, why, when, where and what do I do are all questions heard 
when starting, with the all-important question of What will it cost me? and Will it help or 
hurt my production systems?  

To help answer those questions, a step-by-step guide on how to approach restoration is 
available: Promoting Natural Landscapes: A Guide to Ecological Restoration and 
Practices for Wisconsin Farms (full link the Additional Resources). 

• Review pages 9 and 10 from the workbook below, paying close attention to the why 
proper restoration activities are done in the right place in the landscape. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaexT7T-V30&feature=emb_logo


Lessons from the Field! In this video from the Wisconsin Wetlands Association, 
Nick Somers of Plover River Farms talks about his wetland restoration projects and how 
it has benefited his farm and surrounding landscapes  

Video Link:   https://wisconsinwetlands.org/videos/  Visit Farmers Caring for Wetlands to 
see video.   

 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

Link to Ecosystems Workbook: Found under: https://ipcm.wisc.edu/downloads/guides/ 
then link to publication “Promoting Natural Landscapes: A Guide to Ecological 
Restoration and Practices for Wisconsin Farms: found at: 
https://ipcm.wisc.edu/download/pubsGuides/2016_EcosystemWorkbook_web.pdf 
 
For more videos and information from the Wisconsin Wetland Association: 
Home page for Wisconsin Wetlands Association: https://wisconsinwetlands.org/ 
Information For Landowners: https://wisconsinwetlands.org/for-landowners/  
Video Informative Series: https://wisconsinwetlands.org/videos/ 

https://wisconsinwetlands.org/videos/
https://ipcm.wisc.edu/downloads/guides/
https://ipcm.wisc.edu/download/pubsGuides/2016_EcosystemWorkbook_web.pdf
https://wisconsinwetlands.org/
https://wisconsinwetlands.org/for-landowners/
https://wisconsinwetlands.org/videos/


Module 3. New approaches to 
optimize water use 

 

The goals of Module 3 are to: 

1. Understand the basics of sustainable irrigation management. 
2. Learn about variable rate irrigation (VRI) strategies. 
3. Determine options to measure soil moisture levels. 
4. Understand other decision support tools that aid efficient water use. 

 

THE BASICS OF SUSTAINABLE IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT 

In this video, Dr. Yi Wang (UW-Madison Vegetable Production Specialist) gives an 
overview of sustainable water management and also introduces irrigation systems and 
irrigation scheduling. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6laY6BT1I0&feature=emb_logo 

  

VARIABLE RATE IRRIGATION RATE (VRI)  
In this next video, Yi focuses on irrigation systems maintenance and new approaches, 
including variable rate irrigation technologies.  

Keep in mind while viewing the video: 

• There are multiple options for VRI (speed controlled vs. nozzle controlled)  
• Learn what you need to do to start using VRI  

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jr8wFrgqjM&feature=emb_logo 

 
DETERMINE OPTIONS TO MEASURE SOIL MOISTURE LEVELS 

Try to answer these questions while watching the video 

• What are the options to measure soil moisture levels? 
• What are the best options for your needs? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6laY6BT1I0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jr8wFrgqjM&feature=emb_logo


Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6Q6wj5_k6Y&feature=emb_logo 

 

UNDERSTAND OTHER DECISION SUPPORT TOOLS THAT AID 
EFFICIENT WATER USE 

We welcome back Malika as she shares her ideas for water productivity and introduces 
the nuances of allowable depletion, and in the second video describes how decision 
support materials can be used to develop innovative irrigation schedules. 

Video Link 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1acdVE2ZbLI&feature=emb_logo 

Video Link 2:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmX0FCFuenY&feature=emb_logo 

 

Lessons from the Field! In the first video, Megan Wallendal (Research, 
Technology, Business Development, and Specialty Produce Manager) of Wallendal 
Farms, Inc., describes how they use variable rate irrigation (VRI) technologies on their 
farm and how they have experienced environmental benefits while also helping their 
economic bottom line. In the second video, Steve Diercks of Coloma Farms describes 
new approaches that he has used on his land and also discusses the challenges of 
some of the new technologies. 

Video Link Wallendal: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw3cJHJilIk&feature=emb_logo 

Video Link Diercks: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=PuPtc35vCDQ&feature=emb_log
o 

 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

Estimating Soil Moisture by Feel and 
Appearance:  https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs144p2_0518
45.pdf 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6Q6wj5_k6Y&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1acdVE2ZbLI&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmX0FCFuenY&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw3cJHJilIk&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=PuPtc35vCDQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=PuPtc35vCDQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs144p2_051845.pdf
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs144p2_051845.pdf


Module 4. Managing irrigation to 
optimize water use 

 

The goals of Module 4 are to: 

1. Understand the business aspects of irrigation management. 
2. Learn the principles of irrigation scheduling. 
3. Review terms and components of irrigation scheduling programs. 

 

  

UNDERSTAND THE BUSINESS ASPECTS OF IRRIGATION 
MANAGEMENT 

In this first video, Malika returns and describes the intrinsic value and costs of water and 
irrigation with a detailed look at water productivity and its relationship to sustainability in 
regards to economics, environmental and crop production aspects. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDW11nAelaw&feature=emb_logo 

LEARN THE PRINCIPLES OF IRRIGATION SCHEDULING 

John Panuska (Distinguished Faculty Associate) of the UW- Madison, Biological System 
Engineering Department gives a quick overview of the basics of irrigation scheduling 
and data needed to start the process. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2LrVtgOaf8&feature=emb_logo 

OPTIONAL VIDEO: For those who are interested in learning more details about how to 
start and use the WISP program, John Panuska describes the process in detail. 
Although The Wisconsin Irrigation Scheduling Program (WISP) is highlighted in this 
video, there are many irrigation scheduling tools available. Below the video is a 
downloadable excel version is available for you to explore if you wish.  

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8E-ggH_xJY&feature=emb_logo 

Download of sample Microsoft Excel spreadsheet irrigation scheduler tool (OPTIONAL): 

WI_Irrigation_Scheduler_WIS_LAI_V4.20.18.xls  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDW11nAelaw&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2LrVtgOaf8&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8E-ggH_xJY&feature=emb_logo
https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/9528204/download?wrap=1
https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/9528204/download?wrap=1


 
  

REVIEW THE TERMS AND COMPONENTS OF IRRIGATION 
SCHEDULING PROGRAMS 

In this 5-part video series (last video is optional), Scott Sandford (Distinguished 
Outreach Associate) from the UW- Madison Biological System Engineering Department 
continues the discussion on why irrigation scheduling is important and what is needed. 
In the second and third videos, he talks about the importance of soil surveys, soil 
moisture monitoring, crop water needs, permanent wilting points, root depths and 
canopy cover options.  In video 4, full versus partial irrigation strategies are covered. 
The fifth optional video details a checkbook method of irrigation scheduling. 

Make sure you understand: 

• The criteria needed to schedule irrigation 
• The terms associated with irrigation management 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VF-yLaK17rg&feature=emb_logo 

Keep in mind while watching the next video: 

• How soil moisture sensors help determine soil water holding capacity 
• How to use the USDA Web Soil Survey tool  

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjA8pUBSrnA&feature=emb_logo 

Make sure you understand: 

• What inputs are needed for irrigation scheduling 
• How to measure canopy cover 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DFp3jTyw_k&feature=emb_logo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VF-yLaK17rg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjA8pUBSrnA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DFp3jTyw_k&feature=emb_logo


 

Make sure you understand: 

• The difference between full and partial irrigation strategies 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2-C3Tbzu-E&feature=emb_logo 

OPTIONAL VIDEO: Scott reviews the details and inputs needed to use a checkbook 
method of irrigation scheduling. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdARVvM8Unc&feature=emb_logo 

Lessons from the Field! In this video Jeremie Pavelski of Heartland Farms, Inc. 
talks about innovative in-field technologies that measure water evapotranspiration 
(including use of an in-field flux tower) and describes their farm's efforts to effectively 
manage irrigation, challenges and advances for on-farm implementation, and proactive 
approaches to tackling key farming concerns. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXY7Lltyijc&feature=emb_logo 

 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

Irrigation Management in Wisconsin publication: 
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/files/2019/11/A3600-01-19.pdf 
  
Details on WISP:  https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/wisconsin-irrigation-
scheduling-program-wisp/ 
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/ 
 
USDA soil survey site: https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm 
 
Methods to Monitor Soil Moisture 
publication:  https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/files/2015/03/Methods.to_.Monit
or.Soil_.Moisture.pdf 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2-C3Tbzu-E&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdARVvM8Unc&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXY7Lltyijc&feature=emb_logo
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/files/2019/11/A3600-01-19.pdf
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/wisconsin-irrigation-scheduling-program-wisp/
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/wisconsin-irrigation-scheduling-program-wisp/
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/
https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/files/2015/03/Methods.to_.Monitor.Soil_.Moisture.pdf
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/cropirrigation/files/2015/03/Methods.to_.Monitor.Soil_.Moisture.pdf


Module 5. Modeling water use: 
approaches and practices 
The goals of Module 5 are to: 

1. Understand water quantity concerns in a global context. 
2. Review solutions that other countries have developed to address water quantity 

concerns. 
3. Learn about collaborations and research approaches that address water quantity. 

 

 WATER QUANTITY CONCERNS IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT 

In this video, Yi introduces the key ideas on global water issues and how it links to food 
security worldwide.  

Pay attention to what the biggest drivers of water use are globally. 

 Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rI2npY9Qy4g&feature=emb_logo 

SOLUTIONS THAT OTHER COUNTRIES HAVE DEVELOPED and 
COLLABORATIONS AND RESEARCH APPROACHES THAT ADDRESS 
WATER QUANTITY 

In this 3-part video series, Yi discusses three case studies that have addressed water 
quantity issues in Spain, China and Africa.  She concludes the discussion with 
examples of how collaboration and research have addressed the water quantity 
concerns. 

Note the various water quantity solutions that are used in each case study. 

Video Link 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VedfdypOsm4&feature=emb_logo 

Video Link 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rv2DeT3IrTE&feature=emb_logo 

Video Link 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKyHn2z76Zk&feature=emb_logo 

 

Lessons from the Field!  Dan Mahoney (Administrator, Village of Plover) 
describes the Little Plover River Restoration project and on-going research efforts.  He 
emphasizes how the collaborative partners have worked together to make project a 
success and how this approach can be expanded to other regions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rI2npY9Qy4g&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VedfdypOsm4&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rv2DeT3IrTE&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKyHn2z76Zk&feature=emb_logo


Video Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=n4p3mKNBrPQ&feature=emb_logo 

 

 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

"Economic Valuation of Water Resources in Agriculture" from the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations: http://www.fao.org/3/y5582e/y5582e04.htm 
 
"Sustainable Water Management in Agriculture under Climate Change" from Science 
Direct:   
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2210784315000741 
 
"Water Pollution from Global Agriculture" from the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations:  http://www.fao.org/3/a-i7754e.pdf 
 
"Wisconsin Groundwater Quality" from Wisconsin Agriculture, Trade and Consumer 
Protection:  https://datcp.wi.gov/Documents/GroundwaterReport2017.pdf 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=n4p3mKNBrPQ&feature=emb_logo
http://www.fao.org/3/y5582e/y5582e04.htm
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2210784315000741
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i7754e.pdf
https://datcp.wi.gov/Documents/GroundwaterReport2017.pdf


Module 6. Implementing water 
conservation: Wisconsin Water 
Stewardship Program 
The goals of Module 6 are to: 

1. Learn about the Wisconsin Water Stewards Program. 
2. Explore opportunities to work with individuals on water quantity conservation. 
3. Understand water conservation goals and place-based management strategies. 

 

  

THE WISCONSIN WATER STEWARDS PROGRAM 

In this video, Deana is back to discuss the Wisconsin Water Stewards and describes 
the standards involved in its development. At the bottom of the page are optional links 
for background materials for the Wisconsin Water Stewards Program.  

Keep in mind while viewing this video: 

• The importance of the multi-stakeholder group working together 
• How tier based programs provide clear advantages  

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBM6WsMLmKA&feature=emb_logo 

The following pages are from the Water Stewards Assessment that growers use when 
implementing the lower tiered option for water quantity. The second page shown is the 
last page of assessment, which shows the multiple sections that the assessment 
covers.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBM6WsMLmKA&feature=emb_logo


 



 
 

  



OPPORTUNITIES FOR WORKING WITH WATER CONSERVATION 
INDIVIDUALS 

In this video, Deana discusses how growers use the Wisconsin Water Stewards 
Program. 

 Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSc-c2_bybg&feature=emb_logo 

WATER CONSERVATION GOALS AND PLACE-BASED STRATEGIES 

In this 4-part video series, Bob discusses specific options for placed-based conservation 
planning, assessment and the development of targeted conservation tools. In the first 
video, Bob reviews the terms from this course and then emphasizes the overall 
ecological goals for water conservation programs. 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqVGVl3zjRo&feature=emb_logo 

In the second video, Bob describes water conservation practices that can be used on 
farm. 

 Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKEBOVk4sCY&feature=emb_logo 

In the third video, Bob reviews conservation constraints when planning with growers 
and provides some options to help overcome those concerns. 

 Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ2USXow69M&feature=emb_logo 

The image below (full link is listed below in Additional Resources) describes some of the 
conservation constraints discussed in the video. The locations are for demonstration 
purposes only. Note the descriptions of specific scenarios from low to high risk (low risk 
being areas far from sensitive water sources and/or lands, and high risk being defined 
as areas near sensitive water sources and/or lands), the hydrological description of the 
landscape, options for long-term conservation goals, and specific management 
approaches and practices that could be worked on to enhance those conservation 
objectives. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSc-c2_bybg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqVGVl3zjRo&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKEBOVk4sCY&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ2USXow69M&feature=emb_logo


 
 

In the final video, Bob describes how he works to develop plans with individuals.  In 
Additional Resources section is a link to the Long Term Conservation Priority Planning 
document that Bob uses in his work. 

 Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIo_hiayWpI&feature=emb_logo 

 

Lessons from the Field!   In this video, Dr. Jed Colquhoun of the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, Department of Horticulture discusses how the Central Sands water 
quantity issues affect growers and markets. Before watching the video, review the 
article written by Jed about the need for water stewardship and how it helps to have 
multiple stakeholders working toward reasonable solutions to complex issues. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIo_hiayWpI&feature=emb_logo


 

 
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6OBYKdQQ1A&feature=emb_logo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6OBYKdQQ1A&feature=emb_logo


 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

Water Stewards Program:  WaterStewards_Intro.pdf 

WaterStewards_Background.pdf 

Water Stewards Grower Assessments:  2018_WaterStewardshipAssessment_.pdf   

LongTermConservation Priorities.pdf 

Placed-based Conservation Options Table:  WaterStewardTableOptions.pdf 

Jed Colquhoun's Badger Common' Tater Article (June 2016):  1606_BadgerBeat.pdf 

  

 

https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/9293682/download?wrap=1
https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/9293675/download?wrap=1
https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/9293685/download?wrap=1
https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/10054658/download?wrap=1
https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/9293693/download?wrap=1
https://canvas.wisc.edu/courses/144797/files/9293687/download?wrap=1
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